ABSTRACT A mult~resource queuemg system is a single congestion point associated with a number of resources which may be of different types Amwng jobs s~multaneously require some comblnaUon of these resources for the duration of the processing time of the jobs. The capacity bound for such a system, given the characteristics of the input stream, is defined as the smallest input rate which is guaranteed to saturate the system regardless of the scheduling rule which ~s employed. An algorithm for calculating this bound is presented. The algorithm also specifies the proportion of time that the system should spend m processing various lob combinations in order to achieve the capacity hound. The ~mphcat~ons of this result are discussed for a number of resource allocation problems arising m computer systems.
resource requirements. A set of job processing states is defined, where each state is described by the class to which the job belongs and the fixed resource requirements when in that state. For each job processing state, a service time distribution is specified for the time between state transitions. Upon completion of servicing in a particular job processing state, the next state is chosen via a (discrete) Markov process described by a transition matrix.
(3) Jobs arrive at the system from one or more infinite sources, and the mean rate at which jobs arrive with various initial processing states is specified.
(4) Three forms of resource allocation are possible, and the manner in which system resources are allocated to jobs affects both the rate of progress of those jobs and the degree of concurrent job processing performed by the system. The following three cases are identified: (i) no sharing or multiplexing of resources; (ii) resource sharing; and (iii) resource multiplexing.
Further details and notation for the general model are given in the material which follows. Define the following notation for system resources: I = number of resource types; R, = amount of the tth resource type in system, where i = 1, 2, ... , I. Arrivals at the system have the followlng]ob characteristics:J = number of job classes. The resource requirements of a job are indicated by the following notation: K = number of distinct resource request vectors for jobs that occur in the system, and i l,q 2./kl = job resource request vector k which denotes that vl.k units of resource V"k = "l 1 are required, v~.~ units of resource 2 are needed, etc. where 0 -< V,.k I-vl'k.j --< R~ for i = 1, 2, ... , I and where 1 -< k -< K.
The processing state of a job is specified by a 2-tuple (j, k), which indicates that the job belongs to classj and requires the set of resources given by f'k, where 1 --<j --< J and 1 -< k -< K. For notational convenience, each job processing state is identified by a unique index I rather than by the 2-tuple (j, k). The mapping between the set of 2-tuples {(j, k)} and the set of indices {l} must be an isomorphism but is otherwise arbitrary. The following notation is required for referencing job processing states by means of a single index: L = J× K = number of job processing states; st = job processing state l, where 1 <-I_< L;
[-wlq = = resource request vector for a job in state st; given that s~ corresponds to the 2-tuple (j, k), it follows that let ~ f'k-That is, I~¢ t is an Ixl Lwl,0 (column) vector, and each element w~,t (where 1 -< t -< I) represents the amount of the ith resource type reqmred by a job in processing state st.
Jobs go through a sequence of processing states before terminating, and job completion is equivalent to entering a terminating state 0 denoted as so = terminating state for all jobs. The service ttme required by a job upon entry into state st is the length of time that the job requires the set of resources 17¢t before the next state transition takes place for that job. Define Tt = average service time required by a job in processing state st, where I _< l -< L. Upon entering a processmg state st, a job remains in that state until its service time request is satisfied. The next state for the job is determined by means of a discrete Markowan decision process described by matrix P. P = (L + 1)x(L + 1) probability transition matrix. An element of matrix P has the following interpretation: Pt,t, = probabihty that, when the service time request of a job in state st is satisfied, the job state transition st ~ st, takes place, where 0 -< l -< L and 0 -< l' <--L. Because P is a probabdity transition matrix, the elements of P satisfy the following constraints: 0 -< L Pt,t, <--1 for 0--< l --< L and 0 -< l' <--L, and ~t,=0Pt,t, = 1 Vl = 0, 1 .... , L. In order to ensure that all jobs terminate (i.e. enter state so) with probability one, the following condition is imposed on the routing transition matrix: Each job processing state st, where 1 <-l -< L, is a transient state for the discrete Markov chain described by PP. This implies that there is exactly one ergodic set which is the absorbing state so. Matrix P therefore has the following form:
[11 01 P= where 8 Is a lxL matrix of zeros, 0 is an Lxl matrix giving the probability of a job entering the terminating state from any active job processing state, and Q is an LxL matrix specifying the transition probabilities between active job states. Jobs arrive at the system from one or more (infinite) sources, and these arrivals have initial job processing state st as follows: Xt = mean arrival rate of jobs with initial state st, 1 -< l -< L. The overall arrival rate X of jobs at the system is given by X = ~=~ )tt. Given X, we define the probability that a job has initial state s~ by the notationft = Xt/h for 1 -~ l --< L. A row vector P is next defined to represent the distribution of initial processing states for jobs: P = If1 f2 "'" fL], wherefz is determined as given above. By using the above information, it is possible to characterize the average workload associated with lobs arriving at the system. Refer to the form of the transition matrix P, and note that submatrix Q specifies the transition probabilities between various active job processing states. For any absorbing Markov chain, there exists a unique matrix N (cf. [2] ) defined as:
where ] denotes an L xL identity matrix having ones on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Matrix N is the fundamental matrix for the absorbing Markov chain, and the elements of the matrix have the following interpretation: n,.~ = expected number of times that processing state s, IS entered by a job given that the job started in state s,
where I ~ i -< L and 1 -< j ~ L. Given the row vector F and matrix N, one can determine the unconditional expected number of times that a job will enter each processing state.
Define a 1 x L matrix G as follows: A feasible job combinatton specifies a set of jobs (in various states) whose resource demands can be simultaneously satisfied by the system. The manner in which the job resource requirements are satisfied and the processing rate for each job will depend on the form of resource allocation associated with that job combination. Resource sharing as intended to deal with the situation in which a quantity of some resource is allocated simultaneously to two or more jobs in such a way as to satisfy the resource requirements of each of those jobs. For example, reentrant code segments or read-only data segments in a multiprogramming system may be shared in this manner. In this case of resource sharing the jobs samultaneously allocated the segment(s) each proceed at unit rate, assuming that all other resource requirements are met. Consider the effect of "segment sharing" for jobs in some combination m, and suppose that the ith resource is the primary memory affected by the resource sharing. Define x,,m = total amount of the ith resource required by the jobs in combination m. If resource sharing is taking place, it will be the case that
where the right-hand term represents the resource requirement with no sharing of any allocation quantity. The net effect of this form of resource sharing is that the number of feasible job combmations may possibly increase and that these additional job combinations will offer greater opportunitaes for concurrency
Resource multiplexmg is aimed at cases in which a quantity of some resource is allocated to two or more jobs, but where these jobs do not progress at unit rate because that allocation quantity is multiplexed (over time) among the jobs. An obvious example is the sharing of a processor by jobs in primary memory of a multiprogramming computer system; whether a round-robin discipline or some other rule Is employed, each job appears to recewe only a fraction of the processor power during a given interval. At this point some additaonal terminology should be introduced. Define em.t = average rate at which each job m state st progresses during the servicing of job combination m. If one considers a feasible job combination m, it becomes apparent that the following relation must hold when resource multiplexing is taking place for the ith resource type:
That is, during an interval in which the ruth job combination is in service, the multiplexed resource usage over time cannot exceed the total available resources over that same interval. We adopt the convention that the rate at which a job in statest progresses when job combination m is in service is taken to be unity in the absence of resource sharing involving that job; that is, em,t --= 1 (job progresses at unit rate) if there is no resource sharing. It may also be noted that it is reasonable to use the interpretation of em,l as the "probability that a job in state sz is progressing at unit rate at a random instant during the servicing of combination m ." We assume that a finite set of distinct feasible job combinations exists for the system; define M = number of distinct feasible job combinations for the system. For a job combination m as described above, the index m corresponds to an integer in the range between 1 and M. The state of the system at any point in time is described by the job combination which is being processed by the system at that moment. The feasible job combinations will be very important in the remainder of the paper because, once these combinations are known, we need not be concerned with the resource requirements of the individual jobs.
Properties off Multiresource Queues
Assume that stationary interarrival time and processing time distributions exist for each job class; if the system is operating under some arbitrary scheduling rule and if the system is not saturated at input rate k, we define the following steady state probabilities: Suppose that certain of the job stream parameters are manipulated in the following manner: The parameters g~, l = 1, 2, ..., L, are held constant, and the processing time distribution is also fixed for each job state s~, but the overall arrival rate (and consequently the parameters of the interarrival time distributions) is allowed to vary. In such a situation the system is described as having fixed job stream characteristics. For a given scheduling rule and fixed job stream characteristics, the capacity of the system is defined as the overall input rate ~.sat such that limit zro(h) = 0, where h l'~ksa t denotes "h approaching ~,sat from below."
The capacity bound hmax for the multiresource queueing system is defined as the infimum of the overall input rates at which saturation is guaranteed to occur regardless of the scheduling rule which is employed. Although it may not be obvious at this point, it is very possible that saturation will occur under a given scheduling rule at an overall input rate less than that given by the capacity bound for a given set of job stream characteristics. If, however, the capacity ksat under a specified rule is equal to the capacity bound hmax for all job stream parameters, the scheduling discipline is said to be a full-capacity rule.
If we consider the properties of the multiresource queueing system, it becomes apparent that the system will be characterized by a variable-serwce rate which is a function of both the number and types of jobs which are being concurrently processed at any instant; i.e. the system state given by the job combination in service. An interesting consequence of the above feature is that the performance of a scheduling rule is a function of the manner in which combinations of jobs are chosen for servicing; in [6] the concept of assigning priorities to job combinations was found to be useful for describing various scheduling rules for multiresource systems. Furthermore, a scheduling rule may be unable to achieve full capacity even though there is no overhead in switching between jobs. In the case of a single-server queueing system, any discipline which mvolves no overhead in switching between jobs and no inserted idle time will be a full-capacity rule if there is no overhead m switching between jobs. A method for determining the capacity bound for a multiresource queueing system under fixed job stream characteristics ~s presented next. If the system is operating under some scheduling rule a, the system capacity hrnaxa will be the input rate at which the following equations hold:
M hmit ~ 7rm(h)= 1, and limit 7r0(X)= 0.
X ~ km~ m=l k ~ Jkmaxa i L~ttle's Equatton may be regarded as a "conservation" equatton m the sense that the relation is an ~denttty for a properly chosen fmtte observational interval, ef Maxwell [5] on the usefulness of this relation in simdatton experiments
The capacity bound hmax for this system is the infimum of the input rates at which the system is guaranteed to saturate, and this bound will be the largest capacity that could be achieved by any scheduling rule that might be used. It follows that the capacity bound hmax will be the largest input rate h for which a set of state probabilities may be found which satisfy each of the L conservation equations and also the equation for every state st such that 1 -< 1 -< L. Note that h is a dependent variable in this formulation of the problem because the value of h is completely determined by the values assigned to the state probabilities. In order to obtain a problem statement which is an instance of a standard linear programming problem, the variable h must be removed from the above formulation as described below. It should be remarked in passing that many formulations equivalent to Theorem 1 can be given; these alternative formulations are briefly mentioned in the material which follows. If one equates the sums of the leftand right-hand sides, respectively, of the L constraint equations obtained by application of Little's Equation, the following equation results: The statement of the theorem then follows directly. The problem formulation is that of a standard LP (hnear programming) problem, and the existence of a solution is assured because the solution space is neither void nor unbounded. This is demonstrated by observing that at least one solution to the LP problem exists; a single job in states+ can be processed by the system with probability L for 1 -< l -< L. Because each state probabihty ~rm must lie between zero and one, the solution space is also bounded. [] The above theorem specifies a method for determining the capacity bound for the system, given fixed job stream characteristics. There are a number of observations which can be made concerning the implications of the theorem. Because the statement of the LP problem contains L constraint equations, no more than L of the variables (i.e. the 1rm(k) terms) need be assigned nonzero values; this is a known result described in most LP texts (~.~. [1, Ch. 3] ). The set of values found for the 7rm(h) terms will be referred to as the solutton set of state probabilities, and each w,n(k) value specifies the (long-run) proportion of time that the system should spend in processing the ruth job combination in order to achieve the capacity bound. One additional warning must be included: There is no guarantee that the solution will be unique. If the maximum occurs at more than one extreme point, it will also occur at every convex combination of those points.
Although the solution set of state probabilities is not necessarily unique, a particular solution set suggests one "good" way in which the various job combinations might be chosen by the scheduling rule for the multiresource system. The scheduling discipline should give preference to the set of job combinations which includes every combination such that ~rm(h) is nonzero in the solution to the LP problem. Conversely those combinations assigned probabilities of zero in the solution are "undesirable" combinations which should be avoided whenever possible. The notion of assigning priorities to job combinations rather than to job classes follows naturally for a multiresource queue since the scheduling decision involves the choice of a combination of jobs for processing. If a d~sciphne is to achieve full capacity, one would expect the "desirable" combinations to be given higher priority than the "undesirable" ones.
An alternative view may be taken to arrive at the representation for the capacity bound. In [4] , Marathe suggested a measure of performance for multiresource queues called load factor and defined as the (steady state) proportion of time that the system is busy (not idle). In that study of certain multlresource queues it was found that two dtsciplines under identical loads could have load factors which varied greatly. The load factor may be considered to be a measure of the concurrent processing which takes place, where smaller load factor implies greater concurrency. Suppose that we have a multiresource queue under unsaturated operating conditions. If the job stream characteristics are fixed as described previously, there will be some lower bound for the load factor that could be achieved by any discipline. Define Pmln(h) -7-greatest lower bound for the load factor at input rate h, given fixed job stream characteristics and arbitrary scheduling rule.
Using the terminology defined for Theorem 1, the above quantity can be determined as SKETCH OF PROOF. Essentially identical to that for Theorem 1, except that we instead want to minimize the probability of the system being busy.
Given the above result, the capacity bound hmax is the input rate X such that limit Pmm(k) = 1.
The Corollary should be interpreted as follows: Given the characteristics of the job stream arriving at a multiresource queue, the steady state system is guaranteed to be busy with probability greater than or equal to Pmin(h). It is of course possible that the system wdl be busy with steady state probability greater than prom(h) for a specified scheduling rule.
Discussion and Examples
Two specific systems are examined next in order to illustrate the application of the general method described in Theorem 1. These examples demonstrate that one may obtain a number of insights into system performance through the use of the method. Two-CPU SYSTEM WITH K UNITS OF MEMORY. A bound on the capacity of a multiresource queueing system which is a special case of the general model is now determined; for this case the system resources consist of two CPUs and K units of memory. The system resources are therefore described by the following notation: R1 = 2, the number of CPUs in the system; Rz = K, the number of blocks of memory in the system.
The jobs arriving at the system require the simultaneous use of one central processing unit and a number of units of memory which varies as a function of the class to which the job belongs. There are K classes of arrivals, and these classes correspond directly to the size of the memory request associated with jobs within the class. The resource requirements of each job class j, where 1 -< 1 -< K, are described by: (1, j) = request vector for a class-j job indicating that one CPU and j units of memory are required simultaneously by each class-/job.
There are K job processing states for this simple system (i.e. L =--K) because each job class is associated with only one resource request vector, and the terms "job processing state" and "job class" may be used interchangeably for this particular system. An arriving job enters one of the K job processing states, receives service in that state, and subsequently terminates at the next transition. The overall arrival rate is again denoted by k, and for each job class/the arrival rate, expected processing time, and proportion of the overall input stream belonging to that class are respectively given by hi, T~, and f,. We may note that the expected number of times that a job enters the possible job processing states (job classes) is therefore given by the distribution of initial processing states (i.e. gj -=fj for./ = 1 to K).
THEOREM 2. Assume that there is a stationary distribution for the processing times associated with each job class and that the jobs of each class j constitute a fixed proportion f~ of the overall input stream. The capacity bound hmax for the two-CPU system with K units of memory is given by Xraax = fJTJ + Or-j + f~T~ + [fK--jTK--J --OK-S] , J=l J=l

where J' = int[K/2] is the integer part of K/2, L' = int[(K -1)/2], and variables Or-i through OK-v are calculated iteratively as follows: OK-, = min[fK_,TK_,, f ,T,], the minimum of terms f~-iTK-1 and fiTs, and, for 2 -< j -< L', Or-j = rain -iTr-j,.~T~ + ~ (f,T, -0K-~) •
PROOF. See Appendix. More intuitively, for each job class], where 1 -< ] -< K, define variable Pt as follows: OJ = ~fjTj, the average amount of class-] work (i.e. processing time requests) arriving at the system per unit of time. The capacity bound can only be achieved by a rule which results in a maximum amount of concurrent processing. This is accomplished by maximizing the sum of the probabilities that a small job and a large job are processed simultaneously and by ensuring that a small job is never processed alone (more accurately, the probability that a small job is processed alone approaches zero as the input rate approaches hmax). Consider the situation in which h = hmax, and define variable ,y~_~ for 1 -< ] -< L' as follows: 3tr_~ = hOK-~ for 1 --< j --< L'. It then follows that The above equation is valid at input rate hmax, and the form of this equation may be explained by viewing the system operation over a unit interval of time. The details of system operation on a job-by-job basis will be ignored; instead only the pj terms will be considered. The equation may be interpreted as follows:
~{total work per unit time performed with two jobs simultaneously in progress} + {total work per unit time performed with only a single job active} = 1.
The total amount of work (per unit time) for which it is possible to have two jobs processed concurrently will be considered first. All work (i.e. Pl terms) associated with "small" jobs of classes 1 through J is included in this term because it should always be possible to concurrently process two small jobs, given that at least two of these jobs are present in the system. The sum of,yK_1 terms represents the work associated with "large" lobs for which it is possible to process concurrently with work associated with small jobs; note that: T~-i = maximum amount of class-(K -1) work which can be processed simultaneously with class-1 work per unit of time TK-J = amount of class-(K -j) work which can be processed concurrently with work associated with classes 1 through j, per unit of time.
Refer to the representations for the TK-~ terms which appear above; these illustrate an optimal rule for matching work loads presented by large jobs with those of small jobs. Class-1 jobs will be processed with class-(K -1) jobs whenever possible, and term (P~ -Ts-t) represents any excess of class-1 work above that amount needed to balance the class-(K -1) work load. Similarly, class-(K -2) jobs will be run simultaneously with class-2 jobs and the excess 0f any) of class-1 jobs; the term p2 + (pl -TK-~) --TK-2 is then the excess of class-1 and class-2 work. This process is continued in a similar fashion for the other job classes The total work performed with a lone job in progress includes all of the class-K work (which must be processed alone) plus work associated with "large" jobs for which it is not possible to have concurrent processing. It may now be seen that, for I -<j -< L', (P~-, -T~-,) = class-(K -1) work which cannot be matched up with work associated with "small" jobs of classes 1 through j.
Theorem 2 may be seen to provide, for this specific system, a solution to the linear programming problem of Theorem 1 which Is valid for a wide range of values for theft and Tj terms which describe the job stream characteristics. Theorem 2 also is strongly suggestive of the manner in which a full-capacity rule might operate.
A SIMPLE MULTIPRO~RAMMING COMPUTER SYSTEM. Consider a simple multiprogramming computer system having one CPU, one I/O file unit, and eight pages of primary memory; this configuration will be shown to be an instance of a system described by the general model. Define R1 = 1, the number of central processing units; R2 = 1, the number of I/O file units; R3 = 8, the number of pages of primary memory. The job stream characteristics are such that jobs may be in any one of four execution states (i.e. L = 4) having resource requirements and expected processing times as specified below (state 0 is the terminating state): Figure 1 ~s a transition diagram which illustrates the manner in which transitions may occur for a particular job in the system. Arriving jobs have initial state 1 with probability r and initial state 3 with probability (1 -r); the initial state distribution is therefore gwen by row vector P shown in the following:
where 0 < r < 1. The probability routing transition matrix P is as follows (cf. 
(1/t) (t-OIt
The expected number of times that each processing state is entered by a job is given by the elements of matrix (~, and matrix G is easily calculated to be
The feasible job combinations may also be found with little difficulty for this system; they are listed below for reference: It also follows that M = 29, the number of distinct feasible job combinations. When the general model was described, term emt was defined as emt = probability that a job in state 1 is progressing at umt rate during a random instant during the processing of job combination m, where 1 -< m -< M and
The values for the emt terms in this problem have been chosen as follows. If the job combination m in service contains k (greater than 0) jobs in states which require the CPU, each of those jobs receives llk of the CPU power during that servicing interval (i.e. processor sharing takes place). Likewise, for the n jobs in states requiring the I/O file unit, the probability that any particular one is progressing at unit rate equals 1In at a random instant. Below are listed the emt terms which have values which differ from unity: Given the above information, we may apply Theorem 1 directly to this problem. In order to obtain sample numerical results, it is assumed that the parameters for the system take on the following values: T1=1, T2=2, Ta=3, T4=2, r = 0.8, s = 0.6, t = 0.5.
Using these values, we immediately obtain gl = 1.333, g2 = 0.533, g3 = 2.000, g4 = 1.000.
There is now enough information to apply Theorem 1; however, we should make sure to use a linear programming software package that works properly when all constraints are equalities. Let 7rm denote the proportion of time that the system should spend in processing the ruth combination in order to achieve the capacity bound )tmax. If we solve the linear program for this sytem, we find that solution is not unique; two different solutions are as follows: This system is CPU-bound, meaning that the CPU is the resource type whose utilization approaches 100 percent as the input rate nears the capacity bound.2 If the two solutions are examined, one may notice that they seem to differ markedly in terms of the "degree of multiprogramming" embodied in the combinations assigned nonzero values in each solution set of state probabilities. The equivalence of certain of the job combinations offers an explanation, because equivalent combinations service identical amounts and types of work per unit of time. It is also mterestmg to note that no solution set of state probabilities for this problem (with the given parameters) will have nonzero values assigned combinations involving only jobs in state 2 or state 4 which require the I/O file unit. For this reason, combinations 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 19, and 25 may be classified as "undesirable" combinations which should be avoided. If one were to examine the performance of a full-capacity scheduling rule for this system, it would be expected that the state probabilities for these undesirable combinations would approach zero as the input rate increased to the capacity bound. Increasing the degree of multiprogramming for a CPU-bound system indeed has the effect of reducing the state probabilities for these undesirable states under most scheduling rules. An alternative is to use preemption to avoid processing the undesirable combinations: Whenever a transition results in all jobs in service requiring the I/O file unit (leaving the CPU idle), at least one of those jobs should be preempted in favor of a job requiring the CPU. The derivation of the capacity bound was made under the assumption of zero overhead and arbitrarily frequent preemption; unfortunately it is often impossible to preempt certain system resources at zero cost. It should be expected that CPU-bound multiprogramming systems will be unable to achieve 100-percent CPU utilization without employing the type of preemption described above.
Summary and Further Thoughts
Three different models were proposed for describing multiresource queueing systems. For each of these models, an algorithm was given for determining the capacity bound for the system as well as a solution set of state probabilities describing an "optimal" proportion of time to be spent in processing various combinations of jobs. Two example systems were studied in order to demonstrate that the described approach can offer a number of insights into the design of full-capacity scheduling rules for such systems.
The described technique relies on the ability to solve LP problems, and one may question the applicabdity of the technique for extremely detailed models. There exist LP software packages capable of handling 3000 constraints (job classes and job states) and 10,000 variables (feasible job combinations). However, the number of feasible combinations rapidly becomes large for increasingly detailed models, and the enumeration of these combinations wdl itself involve some computational effort. As a practical techtuque, the method described m this paper is best suited to computer system models which have a low to moderate level of detail and which thereby restrict the number of feasible combinations that need be considered.
Multiresource queueing models are generally difficult to treat by using analytic techniques [4, 6] , and it appears that alternative techniques such as discrete system simulation methods will be required for such problems. It is possible, though, that the methods used in this paper may indirectly be of value for finding lower bounds for the waiting time encountered in multiresource queues; the author is currently pursuing research in this area.
Although a specific solution set of state probabilities specifies the proportion of time that the system should spend in processing various job combinations in order to achieve the capacity bound, the problem of constructing a corresponding full-capacity scheduling rule has not yet been solved. The author has made the following conjecture: If one is given a solution set of state probabiliues which is an extreme point for the LP problem solutions, it is possible to construct a full-capacity preemptive-resume priority scheduling rule (with zero preemption costs) in which priorities are assigned to the various feasible job combinations. Under such a discipline the system would at any instant process the highest priority job combination that could be formed from the jobs in system. Let the notation Pm >> Pn denote that job combination m has preemptive priority over job combination n; the author believes that the scheme for assigning priorities to job combinations must satisfy the following conditions in order to result in a full-capacity scheduling rule: (iii) Any orderings not implied by or specified in (i) and (ii) are arbitrary.
Unfortunately it is not obvious how one should proceed in order to prove whether or not this conjecture is valid. Because multiresource queueing systems have not received very much attention in the literature, a number of observations first discussed in [6] The above observations were found to be true for a simple multiresource queueing system which was independently analyzed under various scheduling disciplines in [4, 6] . Reference [7] is recommended as an overview of the analytic results derived in [4, 6] . Although the analysis of multiresource queues is difficult, these systems appear to be important enough to warrant further investigation.
Appendix
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The state of the system at any point in time is taken to be described by the lob combination which is in progress. Assume that the system is unsaturated under some input rate h; the steady state probability that the system is in a particular state is denoted by the following terminology: 7r0 = Pr[system idle], ~r t = Pr[class-/ job is being processed alone], where 1 -< ] -< K, zr,a = Pr[class-i job and class-j job simultaneously m progress], where 1 --< t _< 1 -~ K -1 and i + ] -< K. The above probabdlties are really functions of the input rate h and of the scheduling rule that is employed for the system.
The various job combinations may be divided into four classifications, and the terminology is adopted that a "small" job Is a job belonging to a class j such that 1 _< j _< J' and that a "large" job is one belonging to any of the classes K -L' through K. The four classifications of job combinations are: (a) one small job and one large job (subject to the constraint that the two jobs fit into the available memory), (b) two small jobs, (c) one large job, (d) one small job. It is convenient to define variables to represent the sums of the probabilities associated with each of the above classifications; these sums are given by:
The sum of the probabihties over the possible system states must equal unity under unsaturated operation, and the following equation obviously holds:
In addition to eq. (1) the set of probabilites must also satisfy K conservanon equations which are obtained by applying Little's Equation [3] to the processor system. This set of K equations will be slightly different depending on whether K has an even or an odd value. For class-1 lobs:
For class4 jobs, where 2 <--] -< L' -1:
If K is even, the two equations below are obtained (L = J -1) for class-L' and class-J' jobs, respectively: 
Examination of (6) indicates that the largest capacity kmax possible under any discipline will occur when the quantity (A -D) is maximized.
Observe that the state probabihtms may always be chosen so that term D equals zero Terms Tra and Irm appear only in the conservation equation for class-j jobs, where 1 -<j -< J. If ~U = ~ > 0 and ~rj.j = 8 >-0, the probabilities may be instead chosen so that 7r~ = 0 and zO, ~ = 8 + e/2, and the conservatmn equation for class-/jobs will still be satisfied. It follows directly that the set of probabilities may always be chosen such that D = 0.
A procedure will now be given for determining the value maX(A) for input rate h; in order to s~mplify the description of this procedure, it is convenient to define a function which represents various partial sums of the terms included in A. For integer n such that 1 --< n --< L', define: S ( n ) = ~ ~ ~,,,v-~.
3=1 1=1
A = S(L')
(7) 7rK = XfKTK.
Under any specified dismpline a, the system will first saturate at input rate Xmax~ (i.e. the capacity under that dismpline), and it must be true that 
The maximum value for ~,x-J, where 1 -< j -< L', may be easily found from the conservation equations for elass-] and class-(K -j) jobs:
Irj,x-~ -< XfjT, and Ir~,t:_~ <-kf~-jTK-,, from which it follows that max(crj,x_,) = X minUTe, fx-~TK-~], where 1 -< ] -< L'.
Consider the conservation equations for classes 1 through n, where 2 -< n -< L'. By first summing the left-hand sides of these n equations, then finding the sum of the right-hand sides, and finally equating the two sums, a new equation is obtained. The resulting equation shows the following inequality to be valid:
n-I n-I
~',.~-n -~ h ~ ~T, -S(n -I).
The The quantity S(n) is maximized when both ~rn.K-,~ and S(n -1) are maximized; the maximum value of S(n) is therefore given by (for 2 -< n ~ L'):
I n--I max(S(n)) = max(S(n -1)) + rain k ~ f~T~ + max(Ira.,_,.) j=l q -max(S(n -1)), XF~_,,Tx_~ I .
Because S(1) = 7r~.x_~, eq. (9) gives max(SO)) and the maximum values for S(2) through S(L') may be iteratively calculated by using eq. (11). Equation (11) By equating the sums of the left-and right-hand sides of the conservation equations for classes 1 through n, it may be verified that X is nonnegative. The procedure for calculating max(S(n)) may be restated by defining 0x-j terms, where 1 -~ j -< L', as given in the statement of the theorem. We then have max(S(n)) = X ~ 0~_~ for 1 -< n -< L'.
a~l Since A equals S(L'), the capacity bound is then found by substituting the maximum value of A (since D can always be chosen to equal zero) into eq. (6) for the case where h = hrnaxa = hmax. The resulting first-order equation in hrnax is then solved to give the capacity bound.
[]
